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Abstract
Poor dimensional stability, sensitivity to microorganisms, and flammability restrict 
the application of wood in certain areas where these properties are critical. Although 
furfurylation can improve the physical and mechanical properties of wood, the heat 
and smoke release of furfurylated wood during combustion are dramatic and need 
to be addressed. As a kind of halogen-free phosphorus flame retardant, 9,10-dihy-
dro-9-oxa-10-phosphaphenanthrene-10-oxide (DOPO) and its derivatives exhibit 
excellent performance in polymer composites. In this study, DOPO was dissolved 
in furfuryl alcohol (FA) and used to modify wood. The effect of DOPO on the 
thermal stability, combustion behavior, and physical and mechanical properties of 
furfurylated wood was investigated. The chemical structure, morphology, and char 
residue after combustion were also characterized. The studies show that DOPO can 
react with the FA polymer and is incorporated and homogeneously dispersed in the 
wood structure. Compared to untreated wood, furfurylated wood has a much higher 
heat and smoke release during combustion. The addition of DOPO remarkably 
reduces the heat release of furfurylated wood, and this effect increases as the amount 
of DOPO increases. When the amount of introduced DOPO of furfurylated wood 
is 7%, its total heat release is reduced by 37.4% and becomes comparable to the 
untreated wood. However, DOPO does not suppress smoke production effectively. 
DOPO improves the thermal stability of furfurylated wood by promoting char for-
mation and inhibiting the diffusion of oxygen and the escape of pyrolysis products. 
The addition of DOPO has little effect on the physical and mechanical properties 
of furfurylated wood. The results indicate that the combination of DOPO and fur-
furylation could be an efficient way to prepare highly stable and fire-resistant wood 
materials.
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Introduction

As an indispensable raw material, wood is ubiquitously used in furniture, decora-
tion, construction, and tools owing to its good processability, excellent mechani-
cal properties, and pleasant aesthetic appearance (Dong et  al. 2019). In recent 
decades, the depletion of fossil resources and growing environmental concerns 
have led to increasing demand for wood, since it is both renewable and biode-
gradable (Buonocore et  al. 2014). However, for some applications, wood has 
some inherent drawbacks, such as its dimensional instability, occasionally poor 
mechanical properties, sensitivity to microorganisms, and flammability, which 
need to be addressed before it can be more widely utilized.

Hygroscopicity is the predominant issue; this results in the swelling and 
shrinkage of wood under changing levels of ambient relative humidity and can 
lead to deformation and cracking (Ouyang et al. 2022). In addition, water in wood 
provides a favorable environment for microorganisms (fungi, blue stain, and 
mold) and insects, which lead to wood degradation and a reduction in strength 
(Grinins et al. 2021; Žlahtič-Zupanc et al. 2018). Strenuous attempts have been 
made to improve the water resistance of wood (Hill 2006). Among the many 
methods that have been developed, furfurylation has been well researched and 
commercialized; it is an environmentally friendly method that improves dimen-
sional stability through its bulking effect and hydrophobicity by the introduction 
of furfuryl alcohol (FA) into the wood cell wall and its subsequent in situ polym-
erization (Dong et al. 2020b; Esteves et al. 2011; Li et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2022). 
In addition to the formation of a cross-linked network, covalent bonds between 
the furan polymers and the wood components (mainly lignin) may be formed 
(Barsberg and Thygesen 2017; Ehmcke et al. 2017). Meanwhile, the hardness and 
stiffness of wood, along with its resistance to biodegradation are also improved 
(Hadi et al. 2021; Martin et al. 2021; Thygesen et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2022a).

It has also been confirmed that furfurylation has a positive effect on the ther-
mal stability of wood, albeit the total heat release and total smoke production dur-
ing wood combustion are still dramatic (Dong et al. 2015). This offers interesting 
further possibilities, though additional flame retardancy is generally required. 
Some environmentally friendly flame-retardant materials, such as montmorillon-
ite (Zhang et al. 2022b) and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (Kong et al. 2018), 
have been incorporated into the furfurylation system to cause a synergistic effect, 
increasing the flame retardancy of wood. However, the poor interaction between 
polymer and inorganic salts can lead to the leaching of the latter from the wood 
(Marney and Russell 2008). The incorporation of inorganic nanoparticles also 
faces difficulties regarding dispersion and penetration into the wood (Samanta 
et al. 2022). It is, therefore, highly desirable to find a simple and stable method 
for improving the flame retardancy of furfurylated wood.

Compounds containing halogens, phosphorous, boron, and nitrogen have been 
identified as being effective components in flame retardants. However, due to 
the adverse effects on humans and the environment, halogenated flame retard-
ants have been restricted in the wood industry. Nitrogen phosphorus-based 
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flame retardants, which could redirect decomposition reactions in favor of reac-
tions yielding char residues and reducing the amount of combustible gases, have 
received more attention (Dhumal et al. 2022; Jiang et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2021). 
As halogen-free phosphorus flame retardants, 9,10-dihydro-9-oxa-10-phospha-
phenanthrene-10-oxide (DOPO) and its derivatives have attracted much attention 
in the flame-retardant research community because of their versatile flame extin-
guishing behavior (Salmeia and Gaan 2015). Many studies have reported the use 
of DOPO to enhance the flame retardancy of polymers, such as epoxy resins, poly 
(lactic acid), polyesters, and polyamides (Cao et al. 2021; Jin et al. 2019; Kundu 
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2021). The flame-retardant mechanism 
of DOPO can be explained by the release of low molecular weight phosphorus-
containing compounds, arising from the breakage of the phosphaphenanthrene 
group, promoting the dehydration of polymers, and forming a phosphorus-rich 
thick char (Qian et al. 2011).

Given the excellent results obtained in polymers, some studies have attempted to 
improve the flame retardancy of wood-based products by grafting the DOPO onto 
wood fibers or incorporating it in the formulation of flame-retardant coatings (Ma 
et  al. 2019; Thomas et  al. 2021). However, limited research has been undertaken 
using DOPO as a fire retardant to modify solid wood. DOPO, being insoluble in 
water, generally requires the use of volatile and toxic organic solvents to impreg-
nate wood. Moreover, the chemical reaction between wood and DOPO is difficult 
to achieve, resulting in poor durability and volatilization of DOPO prior to combus-
tion (Weng et al. 2016). Fortunately, FA can readily dissolve DOPO, facilitating its 
impregnation into the wood structure. Meanwhile, the stability of DOPO in wood 
may be improved by the blanketing effect of the FA polymer and the possible reac-
tion between the phosphaphenanthrene group and unsaturated C=C bonds in the FA 
polymer (Qiu et al. 2013). Therefore, the combination of DOPO and FA could be 
an efficient way of simultaneously endowing wood with good dimensional stability, 
flame retardancy, and durability.

In the present study, the feasibility of the combined modification of solid wood 
using DOPO and FA was explored. The reaction mechanism of DOPO and FA was 
investigated and the dimensional stability, mechanical properties, and flame retar-
dancy of the resulting modified wood, with different content of DOPO were evalu-
ated. The chemical changes, micromorphology, and char residue of wood were 
also characterized to analyze the flame-retardant mechanisms of the combined 
modification.

Experimental

Materials

Furfuryl alcohol (FA, 97% purity), 9,10-dihydro-9-oxa-10-phosphaphenanthrene-
10-oxide (DOPO, 97% purity), and maleic anhydride (99% purity) were purchased 
from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. Dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6) 
was purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd and used 
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as the NMR solvent. Fast-growing poplar (Populus tomentosa Carr.) wood with a 
density of 0.38  g/cm3 was machined into specimens with dimensions of 100  mm 
(longitudinal) × 100  mm (tangential) × 10  mm (radial) and 150  mm (longitudi-
nal) × 10 mm (tangential) × 10 mm (radial). All samples were oven-dried at 103 °C 
to a constant weight and stored in a desiccator.

Modification of wood

FA solutions with 1% maleic anhydride and 0, 2%, 5%, and 7% DOPO were pre-
pared by directly dissolving maleic anhydride and DOPO in FA (Table  S1). The 
wood samples were immersed into these solutions under vacuum at − 0.1 MPa for 
30 min and soaked at atmospheric pressure for 12 h. All impregnated samples were 
cured at 100 °C for 10 h and oven-dried at 105 °C until reaching constant weight. 
According to the amount of DOPO (0, 2%, 5%, and 7%), the treated wood samples 
were labeled as FA, FA-2DOPO, FA-5DOPO, and FA-7DOPO, respectively.

Characterization of FA‑DOPO polymer

The FA polymers in the absence or presence of DOPO were prepared via polymeri-
zation catalyzed by maleic anhydride (100 °C for 10 h). The weight ratio of FA and 
DOPO was 3:1. The cured polymers were ground into 200-mesh powder and ana-
lyzed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Thermo Scientific Nicolet 
iS20, USA) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Fisher Scientific 
K-Alpha + XPS system, USA). 1H-NMR and 31P-NMR spectra were carried out to 
clarify the structure of FA-DOPO polymers by using a Bruker AVANCE 400 NMR 
spectrometer (Bruker, Switzerland). The thermal stability of FA-DOPO polymers 
was analyzed by a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA55, TA Instruments, USA) 
from room temperature to 800 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen 
and oxygen atmospheres.

Characterization of modified wood

The modified wood samples were separately ground into powder, passed through a 
200-mesh sieve and analyzed by FTIR (Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS20, USA) and 
XPS (Thermo Fisher Scientific K-Alpha + XPS system, USA). The microstructure 
and elemental distribution of the untreated and treated wood were observed by a 
Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, Hitachi Regulus 8100, 
Japan) with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The char residue after a 
cone calorimetry test was also analyzed by SEM–EDX to explore the fire-retardant 
mechanism. The accelerating voltage of the SEM was 3 kV.

Cone calorimetry was carried out using a TCC cone calorimeter (NETZSCH 
TAURUS Instruments GmbH, Germany) according to the ISO 5660–1 standard. 
Each of the wood samples (100 × 100 × 10  mm3) was wrapped in aluminum foil and 
irradiated with an external heat flux of 50 kW/m2. The parameters including the heat 
release rate (HRR), total heat release (THR), smoke production rate (SPR), total 
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smoke release (TSR), time to ignition (TTI), maximum average rate of heat emitted 
(MARHE), and effective heat of combustion (EHC) were recorded. Two replicates 
in each group were tested.

8–10 mg of powdered wood samples was tested in a thermogravimetric analyzer 
(TGA55, TA Instruments, USA) from room temperature to 600 °C at a heating rate 
of 10 °C/min under nitrogen and oxygen atmospheres.

Measurement of physical and mechanical properties

After modification, all samples were dried at 105  °C until they reached constant 
weight. The weight percent gain (WPG) was calculated as follows:

where m
0
 and m

1
 are the oven-dried weight of a sample before and after modifica-

tion, respectively.
The samples (10 replicates in each group) were immersed in deionized water at 

room temperature and the weight was taken after different time intervals (1, 2, 4, 7 
and 10 days). The water uptake (WU) was expressed as follows:

where m
3
 and m

4
 are the weight of a sample before and after water immersion, 

respectively.
For dimensional stability, the dimensions of the samples (10 replicates in each 

group) were measured after 10-days water immersion. The volumetric swelling (S) 
and mean anti-swelling efficiency (ASE) were calculated as follows:

where V
0
 and V

1
 denote sample volume before and after water immersion, respec-

tively. S
0
 is volumetric swelling of an untreated sample, and S

1
 is that of a treated 

sample.
The samples (10 replicates in each group) were leached with water, changed 

daily. After 10 days, all samples were dried at 105 °C and weighted. The leachability 
was calculated as follows:

where m
5
 and m

6
 are the oven-dried weight of a sample before and after water leach-

ing, respectively.
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The dynamic contact angles on the surfaces of wood samples parallel to the grain 
were recorded with an DSA100 contact angle apparatus (KRÜSS GmbH, Hamburg, 
Germany). A 3 μL drop of deionized water was placed on the wood surface (planed 
by 1–2 mm before testing) using a micro-syringe. The average value was obtained as 
a total of at least five replicates.

The modulus of rupture (MOR) and modulus of elasticity (MOE) of all oven-
dried untreated and treated samples (10 replicates in each group) were tested using a 
universal testing machine (AGS-X10KN, Shimadzu, Japan) under three-point bend-
ing, according to Chinese standards GB/T 1936.1–2009 and GB/T 1936.2–2009, 
respectively. The loading rate was 10.0 mm/min. Before testing, all sample dimen-
sions were measured using digital calipers with a precision of 0.01 mm.

Hardness was measured using a TH210 durometer (Beijing TIME High Technol-
ogy Ltd., China) and expressed as Shore D hardness according to ASTM D2240 
method. Twenty tests were performed on each kind of sample.

Results and discussion

Reaction mechanism of FA and DOPO

In the first part of this study, the FA polymers in the absence or presence of DOPO 
were prepared via a polymerization route catalyzed by maleic anhydride. The XPS 
spectrum of FA-DOPO polymer displays an increase in the P2p peak compared with 
that of the FA polymer (Fig. 1a, b). FTIR was used to characterize the DOPO and 
the as-obtained FA polymers, as shown in Fig. 1c. The absorption peaks of DOPO 
appear at 3061 (Ph-H), 2433 (P–H), 1238 (P=O), and 755   cm−1 (P–O–Ph) (Peng 

Fig. 1  Characterization of DOPO and FA polymers in the absence or presence of DOPO: a full scan XPS 
spectra, b high-resolution XPS spectra of P2p, c FTIR spectra, d 1H-NMR and e 31P-NMR spectra. The 
covalent bond is formed between FA polymer and DOPO
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et  al. 2021; Wang and Zhang 2004). In the spectrum of the FA-DOPO polymer, 
peaks at 3061 and 755  cm−1 are observed, implying the successful incorporation of 
DOPO into the FA polymer. Notably, the peak at 2433  cm−1 disappeared while the 
peak at 1238  cm−1 shifted to 1200  cm−1. These results indicate that there was a sub-
stitution reaction between the FA polymer and DOPO.

To further clarify the reaction mechanism of the FA polymer and DOPO, NMR 
tests were carried out and the proton spectra are shown in Fig.  1d. After polym-
erization, FA can form a black thermoset polymer with cross-linked and conjugated 
chemical structures (Kherroub et al. 2015; Principe et al. 2000). The main signals 
observed in the FA polymer protons are consistent with previous studies (Kher-
roub et al. 2015; Ünver and Öktem 2013). In the spectrum of the FA-DOPO poly-
mer, the chemical shift of the P–H signal at around 8.9 ppm in DOPO disappears, 
aligned with the FTIR results, suggesting the successful incorporation and reaction 
of DOPO with the FA polymer. Meanwhile, a new chemical shift is observed at 
2.26 ppm, which could be related to the formation of a P–C bond between DOPO 
and the FA polymers. During the FA polymerization, polycondensation is the first 
reaction that forms linear FA oligomers with an unsaturated structure. Then, the 
cross-linking reaction could occur between two linear chains through Diels–Alder 
reaction (Falco et al. 2018). The possible reaction between DOPO and the FA poly-
mer is the P–H bond of DOPO with C = C derived from the FA unsaturated struc-
tures. An inferred structure of the bonding is displayed in Fig. 1d. As a result, the 
chemical shift of 31P-NMR spectrum for DOPO is also changed in the FA-DOPO 
polymer (Fig. 1e). However, the exact reaction mechanism between DOPO and the 
FA polymer would need to be further clarified using model compounds due to the 
complex reaction routes of the FA polymer under different conditions.

The effect of DOPO on the thermal degradation behavior of the FA polymer 
was evaluated using TGA analysis, as shown in Fig. 2. Under nitrogen atmosphere, 

Fig. 2  TGA and dTG curves of the FA polymer in the absence or presence of DOPO in a nitrogen and b 
oxygen atmosphere. The addition of DOPO has a positive effect in improving the thermal stability of the 
FA polymer
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the addition of DOPO promotes the thermal degradation of polymer between 
208 − 452 °C. Afterward, the degradation rate of FA-DOPO polymer is lower than 
that of the FA polymer, which results in an increased char residue from 42 to 50%. 
Under an oxygen atmosphere, it is noted that the thermo-oxidative degradation pro-
cess of the FA polymer mainly occurs between 314 − 600 °C, corresponding to the 
fracture and degradation of the cross-linking FA network. The onset of degrada-
tion of the FA-DOPO polymer is also at 314 °C. However, the weight loss between 
314 − 600 °C is 40%, much lower than that of the FA polymer (83%). Notably, an 
additional degradation stage above 600  °C appears in the curve of the FA-DOPO 
polymer. These results indicate that DOPO can promote char formation of the FA 
polymer and inhibit the oxidative degradation of the char formed at higher tempera-
tures, thus improving the thermal stability of the FA polymer.

Chemical and microstructure of the untreated and treated wood

After treatment, all samples exhibited high WPG values ranging from 134 to 139% 
(Fig. 3), indicating successful furfurylation and suggesting that the effect of DOPO 
addition on WPG was negligible. In addition, the surface color of all furfurylated 
wood samples became dark redish-brown (Fig. S1).

The chemical structure of the treated and untreated wood samples was investi-
gated by FTIR, and the spectra ranging from 400 to 2000  cm−1 are shown in Fig. 4. 
After furfurylation, new peaks related to the FA polymer in all treated wood samples 
are visible. The peak at 1716  cm−1 is associated with the C=O in diketone structures 
(Bertarione et  al. 2019). The peaks at 1562 and 790   cm−1 are attributed to C=C 
stretching and C-H wagging of the 2,5-subsituted furan ring, respectively (Pin et al. 
2015). The peaks at 1014, 740 and 596  cm−1 are attributed to furan rings (Yao et al. 
2005). The characteristic peaks originating from the DOPO structure are not evident 

Fig. 3  Weight percent gain (WPG) of furfurylated wood with different concentration of DOPO
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due to the signal overlapping and low content of DOPO. However, two weak peaks 
at 928 and 755  cm−1 (P–O–Ph) are observed. They are enhanced with an increase in 
DOPO concentration (Wang and Zhang 2004), indicating the successful incorpora-
tion of DOPO into the furfurylated wood.

The microstructure of treated and untreated wood samples is shown in Fig.  5. 
Obviously, large parts of the wood cell lumens are filled with polymer after furfu-
rylation. In addition, the wood cell walls are thicker than that of untreated wood, 
suggesting that impregnation of the cell walls has been successful. As the concen-
tration of DOPO increases, the atomic percentage of phosphorus in wood samples 
increases from 0.56% to 1.28% (Fig. 5f and Fig. S2). To analyze the distribution of 
DOPO in the wood structure, the elements carbon, oxygen, and phosphorus in the 
FA-7DOPO sample were scanned with EDX. Due to the FA polymer filling both 
the wood cell wall and lumen, the carbon and oxygen elements derived from the 
wood and FA polymers are distributed uniformly in the cross-section of the FA-
7DOPO sample (Fig. 5g, h). The uniform distribution of phosphorus is also iden-
tified (Fig. 5i), indicating the homogeneous dispersion of DOPO within the wood 
structure.

Thermal stability of the untreated and treated wood

Figure 6 shows the TG and dTG curves of untreated and treated wood samples, and 
detailed data are listed in Table 1. Tmax is defined as the temperature at the maximum 
weight loss rate in each degradation stage. Under a nitrogen atmosphere, the thermal 
degradation of all wood samples occurs mainly between 200  °C and 400  °C. For 
the untreated wood sample, degradation occurs in two main steps that correspond, 
respectively, to the decomposition of hemicellulose (200–300 °C, Tmax1 = 286.3 °C) 
and cellulose (300–400 °C, Tmax2 = 346.5 °C). The thermal degradation of lignin has 
no obvious step in the TG curve because it covers a large temperature interval with 

Fig. 4  FTIR spectra of untreated and treated wood samples
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Fig. 5  SEM images of a untreated, b FA, c FA-2DOPO, d FA-5DOPO, and e FA-7DOPO samples. f 
Atomic percentage of phosphorus in FA-DOPO samples. Elemental mapping of g carbon, h oxygen, i 
phosphorus for e FA-7DOPO sample. The uniform distribution of P in the wood structure indicates the 
homogeneous dispersion of DOPO within wood structure

Fig. 6  TG (upper) and dTG (below) curves of the untreated and treated wood samples in a nitrogen and 
b oxygen atmosphere. Furfurylation endows wood with high thermal stability. The addition of DOPO 
can enhance the residue char yields of furfurylated wood
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slow rate (Dong et  al. 2020a). The Tmax1 and Tmax2 of furfurylated wood shift to 
higher temperatures, compared to the untreated wood sample. This result accords 
with our previous studies (Dong et al. 2020a; Liu et al. 2022), which confirmed that 
FA polymer has good thermal stability and, in turn, improves the thermal stability of 
wood. The weight residue of furfurylated wood is much higher than that of untreated 
wood, which could be caused by the high carbon content and the thermal stability of 
the FA polymers (Wang and Yao 2006). In addition, the bulking effect of furfuryla-
tion can increase the cell wall density, which could promote char formation during 
the thermal degradation. Clearly, the incorporation of DOPO into furfurylated wood 
decreases Tmax1 and Tmax2, with the larger the amount added, the greater the reduc-
tion. This decreasing tendency could be due to the catalyzed dehydration of wood 
components by the phosphorus-containing organic compounds derived from DOPO 
(Qin et al. 2011). 

In contrast to degradation in nitrogen, under an oxygen atmosphere, the thermo-
oxidative degradation of hemicellulose and cellulose in untreated wood mainly 
occurs between 200 °C and 350 °C; this shift is due to oxygen. As temperature rises, 
a new apparent degradation stage occurs between 370 °C and 550 °C, with a Tmax3 
of 453.4 °C. This stage is related to the thermal-oxidative decomposition of the char 
residues (Shen et al. 2009). Compared to untreated wood, all treated wood samples 
have a much lower weight loss during the first degradation stage, resulting from 
the formation of a larger amount of char residue. The presence of DOPO promotes 
the thermal pyrolysis of furfurylated wood during the first degradation stage, while 
restricting the thermal-oxidative decomposition of the char residue. As a result, the 
weight residue of furfurylated wood with DOPO under an oxygen atmosphere grad-
ually rises with increasing amounts of DOPO. It is higher than that of DOPO-free 
furfurylated wood. These results indicate that the incorporation of DOPO into the 
furfurylation system can enhance the residue char yields of furfurylated wood.

Combustion behavior of the untreated and treated wood

The combustion behavior of untreated, FA, and FA-7DOPO samples under atmos-
pheric conditions is illustrated in Fig. S3. When directly exposed to a flame, the 
untreated wood sample ignited quickly and burned intensely. The FA sample dis-
played a longer burning time. However, the degree of flaming of the FA sample was 

Table 1  TG data of the untreated and treated wood samples in nitrogen and oxygen atmosphere

Sample Nitrogen Oxygen

Tmax1 (°C) Tmax2 (°C) Residue (%) Tmax1 (°C) Tmax2 (°C) Tmax3 (°C) Residue (%)

Untreated 286.3 346.5 13.15 285.3 315.9 453.4 0
FA 288.8 368.9 28.47 278.7 301.2 470.8 0.19
FA-2DOPO 276.4 329.6 29.48 269.8 296.1 479.8 1.35
FA-5DOPO 271.1 315.6 29.47 263.9 294.5 481.8 2.48
FA-7DOPO 266.1 305.9 29.63 260.1 289.5 481.0 3.24
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more intense than that of untreated wood. Remarkably, the addition of DOPO inhib-
its flaming and reduces the burning time compared to the FA sample. Both the FA 
and FA-DOPO samples had more char residue than untreated wood.

Cone calorimetry tests were performed on untreated and treated wood samples 
to quantitatively study their combustion behavior. Figure 7 shows the HRR, THR, 
SPR, and THR of all samples, and their detailed data are listed in Table 2. In the 
HRR curves of all samples, two principal peaks are observed. The first peak is 
related to the ignition of volatile pyrolysis products after an initial heating period. 
Then, the heat release decreases as the char layer starts to build up. Later, a second 
peak occurs when the char layer breaks down (Ira et  al. 2020). Compared to the 
untreated wood, the TTI of furfurylated wood is higher, while the HRR, SPR, EHC, 
and MAHRE of furfurylated wood are lower, indicating that furfurylated wood 
releases more combustible gas, contributing to fire propagation (Fitzer et al. 1969). 
This finding was also reported in previous studies (Kong et al. 2018; Sangregorio 
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2022c), suggesting that furfurylation has a negative effect 
on the flame retardancy of wood. After combustion, the untreated sample generates 
a little fragmentary, gray ash, while the FA sample yields a compact char skeleton 
with a substantial weight residue, consistent with the TG results and visual examina-
tion (Fig. 7e). Although the char residue is greater for furfurylated wood, the other 
flame-retardant parameters of furfurylated wood need to be improved.

It is apparent that the addition of DOPO reduces the HRR (both HRR peaks), 
THR, TSR, and MAHRE of furfurylated wood and improves the char residue 
yield. As the DOPO addition increases, the THR and MAHRE of treated wood 
are reduced. When the amount of DOPO is 7%, the total heat release is reduced by 
37.4% compared with the furfurylated wood and is comparable with untreated wood. 
Table S2 lists the results of previous research in which the properties of furfurylated 
wood improved by different fire retardants were studied. Due to the high loading 
of FA polymer, the heat release of furfurylated wood is dramatic. It is confirmed 
that the addition of phosphorus-based flame retardants can reduce the heat release 

Fig. 7  Combustion behavior of untreated and treated wood samples: a HRR; b THR; c SPR; d TSR; e 
photographs of char residue after the cone test. FA sample exhibits much higher HRR and SPR than that 
of the untreated sample, while the addition of DOPO reduces the HRR, THR and TSR of furfurylated 
wood
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of furfurylated wood effectively. However, the TSP is not dramatically reduced with 
increasing DOPO content. Compared to the FA sample, the samples treated with 
DOPO have a greater amount of char residue and less gray ash on the surface, indi-
cating the positive effect of DOPO on char formation and thermal stability. During 
combustion, the decomposition of DOPO generates the phosphorus-containing acid, 
which catalyzes the carbonization reaction and the endothermic dehydration of the 
wood sample (including the wood components and FA polymer) (Liu et al. 2021). 
The phosphorus-rich, tough, char residue inhibits the spread of heat to the inner 
matrix (Wang et al. 2016). Therefore, it can be concluded that the addition of DOPO 
has a positive effect on promoting the flame retardancy of the furfurylated wood, but 
its effect on the smoke suppression needs to be improved further.

Condensed phase analysis

Figure  8 shows FE-SEM images and elemental distributions of the char residues 
of FA and FA-7DOPO samples from the cone calorimeter test. For the FA sample, 
numerous pores are formed (Fig. 8a), indicating an instantaneous burst of heat and 

Fig. 8  FE-SEM images and elemental distributions of the char residues from the cone calorimeter test. 
a FA sample, b and c are magnified images of (a); d FA-7DOPO sample, e and f are magnified images 
of (d); g–i are the element distribution of C, O, and P for image (f), respectively. Compared to the FA 
sample, wood’s cellular structure is retained well in the FA-7DOPO sample (arrow area). The distribu-
tion of P element is uniform both in the cell wall structure and the filled lumen in the char residue of the 
FA-7DOPO sample (square area)
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smoke during combustion. The cellular structure of wood is damaged during the 
pore and char formation (Fig. 8b, c), which could be due to the highly viscous FA 
polymer, induced by the combustion process, coating the wood structure, and gen-
erating an expanded char residue (Zhang et al. 2022a). In contrast, the FA-7DOPO 
sample exhibits a less porous structure (Fig.  8d) and a clearly defined wood cel-
lular structure (Fig. 8e, f). Meanwhile, the distribution of P is uniform both in the 
cell wall structure and the filled lumens (Fig. 8i). These results indicate that DOPO 
can penetrate the wood cell wall with the assistance of FA and that it interacts with 
the FA polymer to form a stable network in the wood structure. The fire-retardant 
effect of DOPO could promote char formation and inhibit the diffusion of oxygen 
and the escape of pyrolysis products. Consequently, the pore structure of the FA-
7DOPO sample, caused by the release of heat and smoke, is less apparent than in the 
FA sample. The char residue is also greater than that of the FA sample (37.1% vs. 
29.8%, Fig. 7e).

The char residues of the FA and FA-DOPO samples were further studied by XPS, 
as shown in Fig. 9. The XPS spectra indicate that the char residues are mainly com-
posed of C and O. The additional P element appears in the char residue of the FA-
DOPO sample, representing the presence of phosphorus oxides (Niu et  al. 2022). 
The C1s spectra are deconvoluted into three sub-peaks corresponding to C–C/C=C, 
C–O/C–P, and C=O, respectively (Cai et  al. 2023; Dong et  al. 2019). Compared 
to the FA sample, the FA-DOPO sample has a higher relative content of C–O/C–P 
(18.2% vs. 12.8%), which explains the higher thermal oxidation resistance due to the 
addition of DOPO (Bhakare et al. 2023; Wang et al. 2022). These results reveal that 

Fig. 9  XPS spectra of char residues for FA and FA-7DOPO samples. a full scan, b high-resolution spec-
tra of P2p, and a high-resolution spectrum of C1s for c FA sample and d FA-7DOPO sample. The addi-
tion of DOPO results in a higher relative content of C–O/C–P than that of the FA sample
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P in DOPO promotes char formation in furfurylated wood during combustion, and 
more char residue plays an essential fire-retardant role in the condensed phase.

Physical and mechanical properties of the treated wood samples

The leaching resistance of fire retardants is an important indicator when evaluat-
ing the durability of the flame retardancy of wood because the majority of conven-
tional fire retardants are water-soluble and are easily leached by moisture (Lin et al. 
2021). Furfurylation can inhibit the leaching of fire retardants by reducing the mois-
ture absorption of wood. In addition, the FA can react with DOPO and form robust 
chemical bonding, which could further fix DOPO into the wood structure. There-
fore, the leachability of treated wood samples is negligible (Table 3).

To evaluate the effect of DOPO on the physical and mechanical properties of fur-
furylated wood, the dimensional stability, water uptake, MOR, MOE, and hardness 
were tested. As shown in Table 3, the ASE of the FA sample reaches 77% due to the 
high WPG value. The addition of DOPO results in a slight decrease in ASE; a pos-
sible reason for this could be that the reaction between DOPO and FA reduces the 
impact of the FA polymer on the cell wall to some extent. Compared to the untreated 
wood sample, all treated wood samples exhibit a distinct reduction in water uptake 
capacity (Fig. 10a). After 10 days water immersion, the WU of untreated wood is 
210%, while the WU of all treated samples is approximately 30%. The good water 

Table 3  ASE and leachability of 
treated wood samples

Wood samples Leachability (%) ASE (%)

FA 0.3 ± 0.1 77.1 ± 1.0
FA-2DOPO 0.7 ± 0.1 70.9 ± 2.4
FA-5DOPO 0.8 ± 0.1 71.3 ± 2.7
FA-7DOPO 0.6 ± 0.3 71.6 ± 1. 7

Fig. 10  a Water uptake and b dynamic wettability of untreated and treated wood samples. Furfurylated 
wood has much higher water resistance and lower wettability than untreated wood. The addition of 
DOPO decreases the contact angle of furfurylated wood to some extent
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resistance of the treated wood samples is caused by the bulking effect and the hydro-
phobicity of the FA polymer, which is beneficial to the dimensional stability and 
leach resistance of treated wood. As shown in Fig. 10b, the contact angle of the FA 
sample gradually decreases as a function of time but is much higher than that of the 
untreated sample, indicating the low wettability of furfurylated wood. The addition 
of DOPO reduces the contact angle to some extent during the whole time, and this 
decreasing trend is exaggerated with the increasing amount of DOPO.

Figure 11 displays the mechanical properties of the untreated and treated wood 
samples. The average MOR and MOE values of the untreated wood sample are 
99 MPa and 7.4 GPa, respectively. After furfurylation, the MOR is decreased by 7%, 
while MOE is increased by 11.8%, which is consistent with previous studies (Dong 
et al. 2015; Sejati et al. 2017). The hardness of the FA sample is 36.5% higher than 
the untreated one. The MOR, MOE, and hardness values of furfurylated wood sam-
ples in the presence of DOPO were almost the same as the FA sample, indicating the 
negligible effect of DOPO on the mechanical properties of furfurylated wood.

Conclusion

In the present study, DOPO was used as a fire retardant to improve the flame retar-
dancy of furfurylated wood. SEM and FTIR results indicate the successful incor-
poration of DOPO, with a homogeneous dispersion within the wood structure. In 
addition, a covalent bond could be formed between the FA polymer and DOPO. 
Compared to untreated wood, furfurylated wood has a much higher heat and smoke 
release during combustion. With an increase in the concentration of DOPO, the heat 
release of furfurylated wood is substantially reduced and comparable to untreated 
wood. Additionally, DOPO can promote char formation in furfurylated wood and 
inhibit the diffusion of oxygen and the escape of pyrolysis products. Meanwhile, 
the addition of DOPO has little effect on the physical and mechanical properties 
of furfurylated wood. Nevertheless, DOPO does not suppress smoke production, so 
this aspect requires further investigation, such as introducing other flame retardancy 
components that contain nitrogen, boron, and silicon and form a stable network with 
the FA polymer.

Fig. 11  a MOR, b MOE, and c surface hardness of untreated and treated wood samples. The DOPO has 
negligible effect on the mechanical properties of furfurylated wood
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